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�  A learning different child shall  

     be defined as a child with: 

�   average or above average"

    intelligence"

�  adequate vision and hearing"

�  without primary emotional disturbance"

�  who has failed or is at high risk to fail"

    when exposed to school experiences   "

    using conventional educational techniques 
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The Mathematical Mind 

� Within the sensorial area 
some of  the lessons and 
materials, and the 
experiences they provide 
for, are designed to lead 
children from sensations 
to ideas. 

� This leading is a great 
challenge for teachers 
when the children 
have difficulty 
processing the 
sensations 
themselves.  
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� And certainly it 
may present a 
great challenge for 
the child. 

� Piaget called the 
knowledge that the 
child gains from 
sensations and 
observations 
Physical 
Knowledge.  

� For example, when the child 
is handling the pink cubes, 
feeling their weight, their 
texture, their edges and 
corners, and seeing their 
color, the child is absorbing 
the physical knowledge 
within the material.  
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� Physical 
knowledge is that 
information which is 
an integral part of  the 
material, it is innate 
within the material.  

� However, when the child 
begins to arrange these 
materials, to organize them 
from largest to smallest, or 
in patterns , the child is , 
according to Piaget, 
beginning to develop                              
Logico- Mathematical 
Knowledge.  

� Maria Montessori 
called it the 
development of  the 
“mathematical 
mind.”  
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� In order to organize 
and build patterns 
the child must be 
able to form 
relationships 
between the cubes.  

� The idea that one is small 
and one is large is only true 
when they are considered in 
relation to each other. It is 
not inherent in the cubes 
themselves, it is a 
relationship formed by the 
person.  

� This movement in the 
child’s development from  
sensations to ideas is the 
mathematical mind 
developing. The child is 
moving from concrete 
sensations and observations 
towards abstract 
thinking.  
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� You might say what does this 
have to do with math? Well, 
for one, math only exists in 
the abstract. We try to make 
it as concrete as we can by 
providing manipulatives 
when we are teaching it, or 
even trying to understand it 
ourselves.  

� But even 3 doesn’t exist 
in the world, we can have 
three cups or three 
marbles, but three-ness 
is abstract. Math is all 
about relationships, 
seeing them, 
understanding them, 
and manipulating them.  

� The sensorial materials 
provide children with 
basic opportunities to 
experience basic 
comparative 
relationships without 
involving number at all. 
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� Larger, smaller, longer, shorter, 
greater than, less than, 
altogether, taking away, 
columns , rows, skipping one or 
some, before , after, between, 
different, same, in order , next, 
cubes, squares,……patterns…. 

� These are all concepts that are 
part of  mathematics. 

� With the sensorial materials 
the children create, explore, 
imitate, and complete 
patterns  providing early 
opportunities for 
understanding some of  these 
“mathematical” concepts, 
without involving number, nor 
numerals, nor symbols.  

� Many believe that the child 
must construct this 
knowledge herself, the 
child must invent it, if  you 
will, for herself. It can not 
be taught, but only 
understood through 
personal experience, 
when neurological 
readiness has occurred. 
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Levels of  Perception 
�  Which one is missing? Where is the pattern broken? 

       From well developed to less developed 

1.  Sees easily 

2.  Must see missing piece 

3.  Must handle missing piece 

         a. Places correctly first time 

         b. Makes small errors 

         c. Makes gross errors 

Some Language of  Sensorial 
That Relates to Math 

�  Smaller, smallest, larger, 
largest 

�  Before, after, between 

�  More, less  

�  Many, few 

�  Columns, rows 

�  Take some away,  add 
more 

�  Greater than less than 

�  Skip one, every other 
one, skip several 

�  Further away, closer to 

�  Up, down 

�  Missing 

�  In order, out of  order 

Levels of  Counting 
� Move to count 

� Touch to count 

� Count with eyes 

� Recognizing quantities by patterns or 
groupings 

� Importance of  learning to count on 
one’s fingers 
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Conservation 
�  The principle that mass, number, and volume do not 

vary despite transformations in their form or 
embodiment in developmental psychology, the 
recognition or understanding of  this phenomena. The 
ability to keep in mind what stays the same and what 
changes in an object after it has changed aesthetically. 
One who can conserve is able to reverse the 
transformation mentally and understand compensation. 

�  Mass-7-8 years of  age 

�  Weight- 9-10 years of  age  

�  Volume- 11-12 years of  age 

“Conservation” in the 
Environment 

 Volume                                 Length 

      pouring                                  sewing 

      sponge squeezing                weaving 

      table washing                       braiding 

      spooning                                tying 

Mass                                             pipe cleaners 

     clay 

     folding cloth, paper 

Cylinder Games 
Developed by Bea Pape 

�  Matching Game 

�  Matrix Matching 

�  Attribute Problem Solving Cards 

�         sets created by inclusion 

�         sets created by negation 
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Readiness for Numeration 
Suggested by Constance Camii 

� Open ended sorting 

� Matching “groupings” to five 

� Rote counting to 5 

� Sharing equally with up to 4 
people, 12 items 

Helping Learning Different 
Children Learn More Easily 

Emphasize Oral Language        
        make sure that hand movements match words  
        label, categorize, tell function and attributes 
        use short repeated phrases 
        use rhythm and intonation 
        ask more and better questions 
        have them verbalize as part of  certain lessons 
• Teach Organization 
        use matrices 
         teach sequencing –time, space and language of  
• Monitor attention and take as much 
responsibility for it as is needed    

Helping Learning Different 
Children Learn More Easily 

�  Balance direct teaching with discovery learning 

     based upon observation of  individuals 

�  Don’t assume they can or can’t discover 

�  Direct teach good choices socially and  

      academically as needed 

�  Direct teach cause and effect and consequences 

      of  actions as needed 
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For further information about 
trainings and materials,  

please visit the Shelton website 
www.shelton.org/training 

Montessori Applied To Children At Risk  
For Learning Differences 

MACAR 
Shelton School in Dallas, 

Texas 
JULY 6-15, 2015 

(no class on Sunday) 
MACAR is designed to assist the Montessori teacher 

to serve students with learning differences in the 
regular classroom. 

www.shelton.org/macar 

u  Administrative Manual 
u  Practical Life 
u  Sensorial 
u  Math 
 

u  Oral Language/Written 
Language 
u  Choices 
u  Perceptual Motor Skills 
 

Materials provided electronically and include: 

AMS  MACAR  Track 

JULY 10-15, 2015 
(no class on Sunday) 

Join the MACAR course this summer in Dallas, 
Texas for the second half of your training.  
If you complete all 8 sessions of the AMS 
MACAR track  (Thursday-Sunday) , you will be 
able to register for the second half of the 
course for half the cost. 


